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Suburbanites All…
in this Clay suburb to abide
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam 
trans. Edward Fitzgerald

Wherever and however in this suburb
Each of us, by definition, lives
Sooner or later something of the experience
Will account for the occasional negatives.
Whether it’s so often with a feeling
That a TO LET sign somehow has been placed
On that particular lot which is existence.
For some it’s with a marked degree of haste
From early occupancy, while elsewhere
That sign gets hammered in by ill-health, age,
Or accidents ‘waiting to happen’, which then did.
Omar has warned us, page after page,
That this temporary bit of real-estate that’s ours,
Bourgeois or buggered, plush or penurious, that we’ve got
For all our fond illusioning of powers
Can never be passed on.
 This temporary lot
In the nature of things weeded or run to seed, bright
With the latest doodads (like Dr Edelsten’s Gwynne)
Will only exist in the things which made it ours,
Whether it was good or bad, for living in.
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Pro Bono
for Barney Cooney

For me you have always been 
the epitome of good humour
 – seeing you there, waiting
with the air hostess
as the last passenger on Flight 837 (me)
approached the departure gate,
you were still that genial
person you always were, back when,
and we could as easily have been
at the Newman Society in 954
or smiling at your remarks as groom
at your wedding – the good-kindliness
the same as then while you sought
in Lygon Street (changed but unchanged)
a parking-spot and a place for a snack.
We need increasingly such natural
bonhomie, not learned in some latter-day
Dale Carnegie seminar, but rising instead
from original springs of the spirit
we can never afford to forget
 – thank you for reminding me once again.
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Often, when not sure how long the journey
Nor when we will return, we pause and smile,
The time, the distance troubling us, we say:
‘We’ll be away awhile...’

‘A while’ may be some years, some months, some days
(Definitions defeat us when the heart’s
Caught up in happening’s omnipresent web,
Still fluttering for release as hope departs).

But still by every means we seek to soothe
Awareness of that unavoidable choice,
Confronting us and those we love,
And in a carefully firm and gentle voice,

That memorable re-assurance treasured
When life and after-life we reconcile
In words as memorably echoing as a bell:
‘We’ll be away awhile...’

Measureless
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For the very young everything is strange
Even before they can pronounce the word
(Or spell it); comforts and terrors come,
And puzzlement is always within range:
The carolling of some early-morning bird,
The noises that tap (or beat) upon the drum
Of consciousness, the growing dawn and dark,
The rain, the human voices near and far, the stark
Hungers and thirsts – what can they mean
When mornings shuffle past in blurred
Succession, or crowd around with murmuring voices?
Who can explain the sun, the stars, the moon,
Or time, that ever-mysterious medium
Through which the world of phenomena appear and disappear?

And yet even the not-so-young
May be forgiven if, at times, it seems
Worlds within worlds (present, future, past)
Collide as they do in dreams…
In the supermarkets of the universe
We roller-skate at speeds too fast
To assess the value of anything except the price
Of roller skates (or at least, the last
Price when we bought the present wobbly pair).
In the expanding aisles we hurtle through,
Let’s take time out from visiting the nearest zoo
 – Is anything more ‘strange’ than me – and you?

Strange
for Raffaella Torresān
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Dawn, clock-face of the heavens, becomes
momentous with fulfilment, birds
with the eccentricity of minutes, wake,
launch themselves into the unfolding
air of time, each with its own beady 
reading of history: insects too
stir into action and that same air
in its bland magnanimity, takes them in
as the cash-converters down below
open their everlasting doors to the latest
needful – the world at large is ready for
business: early ants carting home
the injured and the accidentally dead,
young magpies squawking for
another handout and the heart
punching the body’s bundy only yet
half-awake to what may come
down the chute to it before
the next night signs it off.

Mini-series
mais qui voit la fleur, dont voir le soleil
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‘We’d go more often, mind you, but, you know,
How kids are in hospital, when they’re sick:
They cry when you first come, and when you go
(Their little faces streaked with woe)
Tend to make your hospital visits quick.

It’s the same now (only different) when you’ve brought
Poor old Mum or Dad or Aunty Jane
To some far nursing-home (the last resort)
Among those ghostly others who’ve been caught
By age and incapacity and pain…

So, who can blame us if we then decide
It’s cruel to remind them of the world
And how it was (and is for us, still) there, outside,
Flapping with possibilities, while theirs died,
Forgotten like flags that are forever furled?

No, much as we’d like to visit, let’s be frank
And agree that, looked at realistically,
In the long run they wouldn’t thank
Us for reminding them that their life sank 
The day we launched them on this final silent sea.’

Reasons
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As the sun sinks from the sky
and the shadows close in
as the birds begin to seek
their evening nests,
and the frail and elderly
(who sometimes feel that they
have out-lived their lives)
draw their curtains, thinking 
of the loneliness surrounding them
like a wintry landscape.

Then it is that certain creatures
emerge from anonymous urban forests,
their keen senses hungering for
those carefully garnered savings
so, now they come:
pointing out the rusty guttering,
the battered cladding and the peeling
paintwork, the leaking ceiling, the cracked
pathway, and those missing palings and even appear busy
for some moments before departing
(often with the money in advance)
back into the forests, never to be 
seen again, leaving as a legacy
of their pitiless visits
the broken sound of sobbing.

Evening Wolves
‘evening wolves, that leave nothing till the morning…’
Zephaniah 3:3
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You pass on the peace that you have found
 (or, rather, have been given)
stronger than any ore in earthly ground,
 being forged in Heaven…

Those who know you soon discover why
 they too are drawn
into the circumambience of that sky,
 that loving dawn.

The world at large does not always present
 its loveliest face,
while you like a faithful and beneficent
 sun, bestow your grace

On all you meet. I know, as one whose heart
 has darker seasons,
I, too, have been blessed, from the very start,
 by your sweet reasons.

So often, too, I’ve seen, in other’s eyes,
 that certain good
which walks where you walk, lightening the skies
 and the darkling wood…

Peace
for Liz


